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In 1951, I. Kaplansky [6] introduced a class of C*-algebras called
AT7*-algebras to separate the discussion of the internal structure of a
Wr*-algebra(or von Neumann algebra) from the action of its elements on
a Hubert space and showed that much of the "non-spatial theory" of
W^-algebras can be extended to AYF*-algebras.

Every Wr*-algebra is of course AW*, however, the converse is not
true as was shown by Dixmier [3] with an abelian example (the algebra
of all bounded Baire functions on the real line modulo the set of first
category is a non-W*, AW*-algebra). I. Kaplansky [7] proved that an
AT7*-algebra of type I is a TF*-algebra if and only if its center is a
W*-algebra and conjectured that the theorem is true without the assump-
tion of "type I". In 1970, 0. Takenouchi [12] and Dyer [2], independent-
ly, showed this to be false by counter examples (non-T7*, A W*-factors).
In 1976, J. D. Maitland Wright [16, 18] defined a regular σ-completion
(some kind of Dedekind cut completion) of a separable C* -algebra and
proved that the regular σ-completion of an infinite dimensional simple
separable C*-algebra is a type III, non-FF*, σ-finite AW*-factor with the
monotone convergence property (see the definition below).

In this paper, the author will give a modification of a J. D. M.
Wright's theorem and using this, will show that the non-W*, AW*-
factors given by Takenouchi and Dyer are σ -finite, type III A W*-tactors.
The key point of the proof is, roughly speaking, to construct a faithful
state on these factors. To do this, a J. D. Maitland Wright's theorem
plays an essential role. He states that the pure state space of the regular

d-completion C[0,1] (which is essentially the same as 9ί in section 1) of
the C*-algebra C[0, 1] of continuous complex functions on [0,1] is separa-
ble ([18, p. 85]).

The A W*-factor given by Takenouchi is a "weakly closed" (in the sense
of [13]) AT7*-subalgebra of type I AT7*-algebra 35(3K) of all bounded
module endomorphisms of some AW*-module 5Dΐ over an abelian AW*-
algebra. The author believes that it is natural to represent AW*-
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algebras as "weakly closed" AT^*-subalgebra of some 85(2)1). The author
then will show that the AW*-factor constructed by Dyer can be re-
presented faithfully as a "weakly closed" AΫF*-subalgebra of some S5(2ft).
Moreover, we shall remark that these factors are monotone closed (in the
sense of [5]), simple and do not have any non-trivial separable representa-
tions.

1. AI7*-algebras with a monotone convergence property (M. C. P.).
An Aΐ7*-algebra M means that it is both a C*-algebra and a Baer*-ring
([1]> [6]). M has a monotone convergence property (M. C. P.) if for
every increasing sequence {xn} of self-adjoint elements in M bounded
above has the supremum x in the self-adjoint part of M (we simply
denote xn | x or Sup% xn = x).

First of all, we shall show the following technical lemma.

LEMMA. Let M be an AW*-algebra with M. C. P. For every in-
creasing sequence {en} of projections in M, let V^=1e% be the supremum
projection of {en} in the projection of M. Then Sup% en = V"=1 en.
Moreover, for any ae M,

Sup a*ena = α*( V en V

PROOF. Put b = Supw en, then 0 ^ en ^ b <̂  VϊW en in M for each n.
Thus βn ^ LP (6) ^ V~=1 eπ for all n and hence LP (6) = V?=1 eΛ where
LP (6) is the left projection of b in M ([1, 6]). On the other hand, en = δe%

for every w implies by [6, Lemma 2.2] that LP (b) — b LP (6) = b and
Sup% ew = VΓ=i en.

Now arguments used in [5] tells us that for any ae M, a*ena |
α*(V?=iOtt in -W This completes the proof.

Using this, we have the following theorem which is a modification
of a J. D. M. Wright's result ([17, Theorem 6]).

THEOREM 1. Let M be an AW*-factor with M. C. P. Suppose that
M has a faithful state {not necessarily normal) φ and is semi-finite,
then M is a σ-finite W*-algebra. The assumption of semi-finiteness
cannot be dropped.

REMARK. Maitland Wright proved, without the assumption of
M. C. P., however under the condition that M is finite, that the above
proposition holds.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. For any non-zero finite projection e (note that M
is semi-finite), put N=eMe, then N is a finite AT7*-factor with the faithful
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positive functional ψ where ψ(exe) = φ(exe) for x e M. J. D. M. Wright's
theorem [17, Theorem 6] tells us that N is a TF*-algebra, that is, there
exists a faithful ^-representation πβ of N on some Hubert space $πe

(πe(N) is a weakly closed *-subalgebra with the identity of S5(§ττβ) (the
algebra of all bounded linear operators on φτrβ)). Next we shall show
that for any ξ e Qπe, the positive functional φ(e, ξ) on Λf (where φ(e, ξ)(x) =
(πe(exe)ξ, f), a? e Λf) is completely additive on projections. To prove this
we have only to show that for any decreasing sequence {en} of projec-
tions in M with en j 0, φ(e,ζ)(en)l0 (n->oo)f because If is α -finite (note
that M has a faithful state). Let {en} be any decreasing sequence of
projections in M with en j, 0, then by the above lemma, Infw eene = 0 in
the self-adjoint part of N. Since {τce{eene)} is a decreasing sequence in
the non-negative portion of 33(£>τre), there is Ae23(£>7Γe) such that
πβ(eene) I A (strongly). The strong closedness of πβ(N) implies Aeπe(N).
Hence there is a e JYζα ^ 0) such that A = πe(a). The faithfulness of πe

implies that a = 0, that is, 7Γβ(eeΛe) | 0 strongly. Thus ^(β, f) is completely
additive on projections of M. The semi-finiteness of M tells us that
{φ(e> £); β is any non-zero finite projection, fGφττe where ττe is a faithful
T7*-representation of eMe} is a separating family of positive functionals
on M which are completely additive on projections of M. Hence by
([10], Theorem 5.2, see also [9]) If is a semi-finite TΓ*-algebra. Non
W*f A W*-factors constructed by Takenouchi and Dyer have the M. C. P.
and faithful states (see the next section), thus the assumption of semi-
finiteness cannot be dropped. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

REMARK. In the above proof, we suppose that M has the M. C. P.,
however, Theorem 1 still holds under a nominally weaker assumption
such that for any increasing sequence {en} of projections in M and for
any projection e in M, Sup% eene exists in the self-adjoint portion of M
and Suτpneene = e(V?=iOe.

The above theorem implies that if non-ΫF*, AΫF*-factor with M. C. P.
has a faithful state, then it is of type III ([6, p. 241 Definition]).

In the rest of this section, we treat with examples of abelian A W*-
algebras with groups of ^-automorphisms of them which are needed in
the later sections.

Let -Z?°°[0,1) be the algebra of all bounded Baire functions on [0,1)
and let 81 be the algebra B°°[0,1) modulo the set of first category. Then
one can easily check that 9ί is a non-ίF*, abelian ATF*-algebra which is
*-isomorphic with the regular σ-completion of a separable abelian C*-
algebra ([2], [18], p. 86). J. D. Maitland Wright proved also that 91 has
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a faithful state because the pure state space of Sί is separable [18,
Proposition A, Corollary D].

Let Gθ (resp. Go) be the group of translations on [0, 1) by an irra-
tional number 0(mod 1) (resp. by all dyadic rationals in [0, 1) (mod 1)).
Denote for each σ e Gθ (resp. Go), σ(t) = t + σ (mod 1), fσ(t) = f(σ(t)) for all
ίe[0,1), feB°°[0,1) and aσ = f° where / belongs to a coset α ( α = / ) ,
/ G £ ° ° [ 0 , 1 ) for all αeβl. Then both Gθ and GQ naturally induce groups
of *-automorphisms (a-^aσ aeSΆ) of Sί (we denote them by the same
notations Gθ and Go since any confusion does not occur). It is easy to
check that Gθ and Go act freely and ergodίcally on 51.

2. Types of the A W*-factors constructed by Takenouchi. First, we
shall sketch briefly the construction of A W*-iactors of [12]. Let Z be
an abelian APF*-algebra, G be an abelian group of *-automorphisms of
Z with an action a->a9 (αe Z, g e G). One can construct a faithful AW*-
module ([8]) Wl over Z as follows: Let 3K be the set l\G, Z) of all
sequences {xg} of elements in Z with the indices g e G such that ΣffeG a^*^
is in Z (the supremum of the family of finite sums). Then Wl is a faithful
ATT*-module over Z and the set 35(2K) of all bounded module endomor-
phisms (we simply call them "operators") of 2K is a type I AT7*-algebra
with center Z.

Define, for any ae Z and heG, the following types of "operators"
on 2K:

E/*: {^J-^ί^} where yg = ^_

Then one can easily show that a~*La is a ^-isomorphism of ^ into
S3(9K) and h-*Uh is a unitary representation of G into 33(2K) such that
Uh*LaUh = LαΛ for all α e Z and Λ 6 G.

Next, for any heG, we introduce the following linear operator
(note that this is not a module endomorphism of W) on Wl:

Vh: {xg}-+{ya} where yg = (x,+Λ)"λ for {xg} e 2K .

For every "operator" on Ti has a matrix representation A — (ag.h)
where αff,A = (A^Λ, ug) {g, heG) (where uh = {δgth} (h e G) and δg>h is the
Kronecker's delta).

Let M(Z, G) = (AG33(SK); A - <αff,Λ> where α^Λ = (aa.hte)
h for any pair

Sf, h in G(β is a unit of G)}, then AeM{Z, G) if and only if AVh =VhA
for all Λ G G and M(Z, G) is an AT7*-subalgebra of S3(3K) which contains
all Uh and Lα, where an A"FF*-subalgebra means that the structure of
an A W*-algebra of M(Z,G) is compatible with that of 35(9K) in the
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sense of [1, 7].
Takenouchi showed under the condition that the action of G on Z

is free and ergodic, M(Z, G) is an ATT^-factor such that {La; α e Z) = Z
is a maximal abelian *-subalgebra (whose proof is analogous to that of
Murray-von Neumann's) and gave an example of (Z, G) as (81, Gθ) in
section 1. If M(SΆ, Gθ) is a YF*-algebra, then Z (*-isomorphic with 81) is
a T7*-algebra. This is a contradiction and hence M(SΆ, Gθ) is a non-W*,
Aΐ^*-factor.

The rest of this section is devoted to prove

THEOREM 2. M(%GΘ) is a σ-finite, type III, non-W*, AW*-factor
with M. C. P. (more precisely, Λf(8t, G*) is "weakly closed" *-subalgebra
of 33(9W) (SK = Z2(G*, SI)) w the sense of H. Widom [13], and that, it is
monotone closed in the sense that in its self-adjoint part, every norm-
bounded increasing net has a least upper bound).

PROOF. First of all, we shall show that Λf(8ί, Gθ) is "weakly closed"
subalgebra of 33(3ft) where 3K = l\G0, 81) in the sense that for any net
{Aa} in Λf(8l, Gθ) such that (Aaξ, η)-*(Aξ, η) (order convergence in 81) [13],
for some A e 33(271), A e M(9I, Gθ). In fact, putting Aα ~ « f c > A - <αff,Λ>,
then aa

gΛ —• agΛ (order convergence in 81) for each pair g and h in Gθ.
Thus agΛ = (α,.^,)'1 for g,heGθ and A e M(8l, G*). In particular, Λf(8ϊ, Gθ)
has M. C. P. In fact, let {An} be an increasing sequence of self-adjoint
elements of M(% Gθ) bounded above bγ Be M(% Gθ), then An] A "weakly"
for some A (where A is the supremum of {An} in the self-adjoint part
of 5B(2R)), in 33(93ΐ) ([13, Lemma 1.4]). It follows by the above argument
that A 6 M(% GΘ) and A ^ 5 and hence M(9ί, Gθ) has M. C. P. By the
same way, we can easily show that Λf(8l, GΘ) is monotone closed.

Next, we shall show that ikf(SI, Gθ) has a faithful positive projection
map onto t ( = {Lβ, αe3ϊ}). In fact, for any AeM(δί, G,), let Φ(A) = L α e e

where A ~ <ασ,fe>, then one can easily check that Φ is a positive projec-
tion map of M(% Gθ) onto St. To prove the faithfulness of Φ, we argue
as follows. For any A e M(8ί, G*) with A — (ag}h), noting that, (A*A)e>e =
Σί/eG a,gtB*<Lg,βf we have Φ(A*A) = 0 implies ag>e = 0 for all ^ 6 G and hence
A = 0 because αff,A = (α^-^e)71 = 0 for all g,heG.

Let f b e a faithful state on SI in section 1, and let φ = ψoφt then
φ is a faithful state on M(% Gθ). Assume that Λf(8l, G*) is semi-finite,
then by Theorem 1, M(% Gθ) is a W^-algebra, however this is a con-
tradiction because M(%GΘ) is non-W'*. Hence Λf(Sl, Gθ) is of type III.
Since M(% Gθ) has a faithful state φ, we can easily show that Λf(Sί, G )̂
is σ-finite. This completes the proof.
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3. Dyer's example. In this section, we shall sketch briefly the con-
struction by Dyer [3] and then show that the Dyer's example is a σ-finite,
non-17*, type III ATΓ*-factor with M. C. P. Moreover we shall prove
that it can be represented faithfully as Λf(8ϊ, Go) in section 2. Thus
Dyer's factor is also monotone closed.

Let φ be a Hubert space with an orthonormal basis {ex;0<^x<l, x:
a real number}. Every bounded linear operator A on φ has a matrix
representation Ax>y = (Aey, ex) for x and y e [0, 1). Let % (respectively
3fi) denote the algebra of operators A such that Ax>y = δx,yf(x) for any
x, y where feB°°[0f 1) and δx>y is a Kronecker's delta (resp. {x; 0 <; α < 1,
/(&) ^ 0} is contained in a set of 1st category in [0, 1)).

Let Sί0 (resp. $0) be the set of operators A on ξ> with matrices AXfV

with
(1) AXiy = 0 except when y — x = j2~k for some & ̂  1 and — 2* <

j < 2fc (integer).
( 2 ) For Λ ̂  1 and 0 ^ i, i < 2*, the function defined for x e [0, 1)

by /(#) = -A2-*(i+»),2-*(i+«) is a bounded Baire function (resp. {x; 0 <; a? < 1,
/(a?) ^ 0} is contained in a set of 1st category in [0, 1)).

Dyer [3] proved that 9ί0 (resp. 9ΪJ is a C*-algebra with a closed two-
sided ideal $ 0 (resp. &) and the quotient algebra Slo/$o is a non-T7*,
ATF*-factor of which WJ$ι is a maximal abelian *-subalgebra (note that
%/ZSi is *-isomorphic with δί in section 2).

By the above construction, a straightforward verification tells us
that Sί0 has M. C. P. and $ 0 is a <7-ideal in the sense that for every
increasing sequence {An} of self-adjoint elements in $ 0 which converges
strongly to some operator A, Ae $0. Now by the arguments of J. D. M.
Wright [15] it follows that 9ίo/^o has M. C. P. Moreover, Sϊo/3o has a
faithful positive projection Ψ onto %/&. In fact, for any Ae3ϊ0 with
A~(AXtVy, put B~ (dx>yAx,yy (Be%) and consider the following mapping
Ψ: A + a - > 5 + S i of 3Io/3o onto %/&. Then it is easy to check that Ψ is
a projection map of 3ίo/$o onto Sli/Si For any A e 9ί0 with A ~ (Aa .y), we
have that (A*A)Xt1g = Σo^<i l-4.,«l2 for all x. This implies that Ψ is posi-
tive and faithful. Since %/& is *-isomorphic with 31 in section 1, 3^/^
has a faithful state and then by the same reasoning as in Theorem 2,
Sϊo/So has a faithful state and thus by Theorem 1 we have

THEOREM 3. 3ίo/ ô is a σ-finite, non-W*, type III AW*-factor.

The rest of this section is devoted to prove the following:

THEOREM 4. 3ίo/«So is *-ίsom,orphic with Λf(3ϊ, Go) in section 2.
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PROOF. For any A + 3o e %/$<> (A e Sί0), let A ~ (Ax,y}9 then Ax,y = 0
except when y — x = i 2~fc for some & ̂ > 1, — 2fc < j < 2fe and for k ^ 1,
0 ^ i, i < 2* the function x -»/(&) = il2-jb<1+jB)fa-*{i+a.> (0 <; a? < 1) is in
J3°°[0,1). Keeping the notations in the last paragraph of section 1, for
any geG0, x-^Aσg(x)tX is a bounded Baire function on [0,1). Let φ be
the canonical map of B°°[0, 1) onto Sϊ and ag>e = φ(x —> Aσg{x)yX) for geG0.
Note that ag>e does not depend on the choice of particular i e i + 3 0 .
In fact, if A, Be A + So, then A-Be$Q and hence Φ(x-+AOg{xhx) =
φ{x -+ Bσg{x)J for all g e GQ. Let ag,h = (aa-hlβ)

h for any g and Λ e Go, then
(αff,J defines an "operator" ψ(A + &) on 1 = P(G0,81) such that
ψ(A + ^ 0 ) f f ) λ - ag,h for all flr, Λ e Go.

Observe that ag>h e 81 is the canonical image of x -^ Aσg{x)tσhix) for any
g,he Go.

Since Σ , e G o | ^ ( i B ) , e | 2 = Σ f fes0 |(Aex, eα,(ίC))|2 ^ Σo*»<i l(^eβ, βJI2 = | |ilex | |
8 ^

||A||2 for all a?e[0, 1), we have that Σ9eGQ\a9,e\2 ^\\A\\2Λ on Si. Thus,
f o r a n y f = (ί»ιr)eSK, ^geGo | ^a , , , | ^ | |£ |H |A | | . This implies that Σ f f e G o ^α,, Λ

is order convergent in SI [13]. Put y]h = ̂ 9eG0^gagth e % we can show that
ΣheGQ\Vh\2£9ϊ (order convergent in 81). In fact, let xg be the inverse
image of xg by φ in J3°°[0, 1), then Σffeί?0 |^ f f(^)|2 ^ ||f II2 except on a set of
first category. Hence it follows that

Σ I Σ xg(x)A {x),σhix)\
2 = Σ I Σ xg(x)(Aeσh{x), e ( x ) ) | 2

fceG0 ffeί?o Q heG0 geG0

 Λ ^

= Σ I Σ Xy(x)(Aeσhix),ey)\2

heG0 Q^y<l

(where xy(x) = 0 if y Φ σg(x) for any g e Go and £„(&) = ίcy(a?) iί y =
σg(x) geGQ)

= Σ l(il^ (. ) f (^(»)))|2 (where (ί,(s))eφ)

= Σ Kβ..,.,, A*(xv(x)W ^
heGQ

except on a set of first category. Thus ΣλeGo IΣσeG0

and ΣheGQ \Vh\2 6 Si. Hence let f (A + #0)£ = ( Σ , e G o xgag,h) e SK, then
ψ(A + 9f0) e 33(9K) and \\f (A + 3fo)|| ^ ||A + &| | . f (A + 9fo),fΛ = ag,h for
all ^, Λ implies that ψ(A + 3>0) e Λf(3ϊ, Go). Thus | ί s a bounded *-linear
map of Sίo/̂ o i n to M(% GQ). Next we shall show that f is a *-isomor-
phism. For any A + So, B + % e SIo/3o (A, B e Sί0),

for all 0 ^ x < 1. Thus Σ*e0Oα,fAbfA is order convergent to ^(a; ->
(.,f.A(.,) in Si. Hence ψ(AB + &) = f (A + $Q)ψ(B + 3f0). If
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ψ(A + $0) = 0 (Ae%), then {x; 0 £ x < 1, Aag{x)tOh{x) Φ 0} is contained in
a set of 1st category in [0,1). Thus for all k ^ 1, 0 <L i, i < 2fc,
sc —> -A2-*c<+β)>2-ifc(y+a.) has a first category support, and hence Ae$0, that
is, A + 3ί0 = 0. This implies that f is a *-isomorphism of 2ϊo/$o into

Next, we shall show that the map ψ is onto. To do this we argue
as follows: Let AeM(% Go) with A ~ (a9fh). Then one can choose for
any g and heG0, a function agΛ(x) e B°°[0,1) such that there is a Baire
set contained in a set of 1st category I in [0, 1) such that

I Σ
g,heG0

Σ
heG0

for all {£A}, {)?,J 6 l\G0) and for all a e [0,1)\I where c is the complex
conjugate of a complex number c. Replacing ag>h(x) by agΛ'(x) with the
function ag,h\x) defined to be zero if x e / and equal to α,fΛ(α0 otherwise,
we have that for any {ξh}, [ηh) e l\G0),

for all x. Now we shall define (AXjy) as follows: AXtV — 0 except when
x-y = j 2~k for some fc^l, -2k<j<2k, Aσg{x),x = ag,e(x) 0 ^ α < l , geG0,
then x -» A2-kU+x)}2-k{j+x) is a bounded Baire function on [0,1). To see
that (Ax,y) determines a bounded linear operator B on ξ>, we have only

to show that |Σo*.,,<iA xJ xη y\ ^ ||A|| ||fl| IMI f o r a n y f = fe.h ^ = {%}
in φ. In fact,

Σ Σ 4σ,(,,,.£v.,i?. (where Gfco = {σ2-kH; i = 0,1, 2, . , 2fc«-l})

Σ _ Σ Aσg+h(x),σh{x)ξσg+h{x)ησh{x)
Λ 0 0

Σ { Σ

Σ
G

for all k0 ^ 1. Since U?=i Gk = Go and Gfc c Gfc+1 for all fc, we have
\Έo^χ,y<iAx,yξxrjy\^\\A\\'\\ξ\\'\\η\\ and hence there is a # e 3 ϊ 0 such that
(Bey, ex) = Aβ,v for all a?, #. By the construction, it is easy to check
that ψ(B + 3fo) = A. Thus f is onto. Hence 5ΪO/$O = M(% GQ). This
completes the proof of Theorem 4.

4. Remarks. (1) We shall remark first that every σ-finite type III
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AΫP-factor is simple. Certain standard arguments tells us that for any
pair e and / of non-zero projections in each ^-finite type III AT^*-factor
M, e ~ f in M. In fact, since "comparability theorem" of projections
and "additivity of equivalence" of projections hold in any APF*-algebra
([6]), we can easily show that for any non-zero projection e in M, there
exists a mutually orthogonal sequence of projections {et}?=1 in M such
that e = Σί°=i^» e ~ e% for all ί. Let {fj}jej be a maximal family of
orthogonal projections such that fό < e for all j . Then the tf-finiteness
of M implies that the cardinal of J is at most countable. The maximality
of {/,-},e, tells us that 1 - Σie/Λ = 0. Thus 1 = Σ ^ Λ -< Σϊ°=i et = e
and e ~ 1 in M.

Now let I be any non-zero uniformly closed two-sided ideal of M,
then by F. B. Wright's theorem [14], I contains a non-zero projection
e. Thus, by the above argument, e ~ 1 and 1 e /, that is, I = M and M
is simple.

(2) We note also that every type 1̂  or type 11^ Aflf*-factor is
not simple because the uniformly closed two-sided ideal generated by
all finite projections in it is non-trivial.

Using this, the regular (7-completion i of a simple, infinite dimen-
sional, separable unital C*-algebra^ A is neither of type 1̂  nor of type
Πoo (because A is simple), that is, A is of type 1^ or of type III. Since
A has a faithful state ([18, Theorem M]), [17, Theorem 6] tells us that
A is of type III.

(3) Next we shall show that for any c-finite, type III non-W*,
AΫΓ*-factor M, M does not have any non-trivial separable representa-
tions. Suppose, on the contrary, that M has a non-trivial separable
representation (π, φ*) (φ* is separable). Then we may assume without
loss of generality that π(ΐ) = l$jr (the identity operator on Qx). Feldman
and Fell [4] state that π is completely additive on projections and by
the argument in (1) (M is simple), π is faithful. This implies that M
has sufficiently many c.a. states. Thus M is a T7*-algebra by [9]. This
is a contradiction and M has no non-trivial separable representations.

Thus the examples M(9ί, Gθ), ikf(Sl, Go) and A are simple and do not
have any non-trivial separable representations.

We note that the above statements also hold for any d-finite, properly
infinite AΫF*-algebra without any W*-direct summands, but we will
omit the details.

(4) We shall also remark that there is a monotone closed C*~factor
which is not a T7*-algebra (M(9ί, Gθ), Λf(8ϊ, Go), A) see [5, Corollary 3.10].
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